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T his issue of the Journal marks the fiftieth anniversary 
of the paper where Keith Porter, Albert Claude, and Er- 

nest FuUam published the first electron micrograph of a com- 
plete cell (1). The cell was a fibroblast grown in tissue cul- 
ture from the foregut of a chick embryo. 

The March 1945 article in which this micrograph appears, 
"A Study of Tissue Culture Cells by Electron Microscopy" 
opened the world of the cell for discovery. In the authors' 
own words, their paper demonstrates that 

�9 . . the extended cultured cell can be prepared for electron 
microscopy by relatively simple means and that such ceils possess 
a degree of thinness which permits the requisite differential 
penetration of electrons. The electron micrographs . . . pic- 
ture structural details not heretofore noted. In view of these 
findings it seems probable that this new technique will make 
possible the study of the morphology, composition, and be- 
havior of cell components which, because of their small size, 
are beyond the resolving power of the ordinary light micro- 
scope. In this latter connection particular interest attaches to 
the presence and distribution of "submicroscopic" cytoplasmic 
components previously isolated by centrifugal methods, and 
to the demonstration of viruses. (1, p. 233) 

When the electron microscope was developed in the mid- 
1930s, it offered a resolving power up to a hundred times 
greater than the best light microscopes. Nevertheless, scientific 
breakthroughs were needed to link the study of fragile cells 
to this microscope's harsh environment. The challenge, stated 
in the opening paragraph was "to devise methods by which 
cells could be grown and ultimately displayed on the object 
screen of the electron microscope and not in the process suffer 
excessive distortion." (1, p. 233) 

The rich history preceding these breakthroughs began in 
a laboratory devoted to cancer research and the Rous sarcoma 
virus. 

T h e  I m p o r t a n c e  o f  the  R o u s  S a r c o m a  Virus  
to the O r i g i n s  o f  C e l l  B i o l o g y  

Peyton Rous and the Chicken Sarcoma. When Rous demon- 
strated in 1911 (2), that a cell-free filtrate from a chicken sar- 
coma could give rise to tumors in healthy animals, his finding 
contradicted then current views about cancer�9 Charles Ober- 
ling later observed that tumor pathology in the early twen- 
tieth century was greatly influenced by the German school 
of pathologic anatomy and "was utterly opposed to any theory 
of an infectious origin of cancer" (3). Now that the Rous 
sarcoma virus (RSV) has provided so many insights into viruses 
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and cancer, it may be difficult to imagine how such an atti- 
tude of disbelief prevailed. Yet Rous became discouraged by 
his futile attempts to cultivate viruses from tumors and aban- 
doned work on this sarcoma in 1915. 

James 1~ Murphy, Cancer Research, and the Sarcoma Agent. 
Rous's colleague Murphy had not accepted the idea of a viral 
cause of cancer. His laboratory pursued in vivo studies on 
cancer growth with this "transmissible agent." In 1926, he 
began to confirm results of English scientist W. B. Gye, who 
had reported cultivating an organism from tumors. In 
Murphy's annual report to Rockefeller's Board of Scientific 
Directors, he wrote that the organism could be inactivated 
by chloroform and revived by embryonic fluids. He then rea- 
soned that two things were needed for a tumor: a chemical 
factor that determined the specific tissue to be infected and 
an organism common to all tumors. He concluded that the 
chemical factor was the chicken sarcoma agent (4). His labo- 
ratory then found that the tumor agent could be inactivated 
in vivo but not by ultraviolet light (5, 6). From this evidence, 
Murphy concluded the chicken tumor agent was of"a different 
chemical character" reinforcing his hypothesis that the sar- 
coma agent was not a virus. 

Albert Claude and Cell Fractionation. In 1928, Claude, a 
recent M.D. from Belgium, applied to work with Rous, the 
"author of fundamental research on the tumor that bears his 
name" (7). Flexner replied that "cancer research at the Insti- 
tute is now under Dr. Murphy who was associated with Dr. 
Rous in the chicken tumor work" (8). 

On his arrival in 1929, Murphy assigned Claude the task 
of "fragmenting the tissues" to find the nature of the tumor 
agent. In a 1932Journal article, he and Murphy refer to the 
agent as a "transmissible 'mutagen'" (9) and suggest its analogy 
to another substance, the one responsible for transforming 
pneumococcal types that was prompting Oswald Avery's re- 
search at Rockefeller and was eventually identified as DNA 
(10, 11). In 1934, Claude initiated the isolation and purification 
of an "active principle" from filtrates using high speed cen- 
trifugation (18,000 rpm) (12). By 1938, Claude felt he had 
a purified tumor agent that contained "a nucleic acid of the 
ribose type" (13). 

About this time, Claude performed a control experiment. 
He used differential centrifugation to compare particles from 
sarcoma cell-free filtrates with those isolated from normal 
chicken embryos. To his surprise, the normal fraction, "in 
its main characteristics, resembles the active fraction isolated 
from chicken tumor extracts by the same method" except 
that normal tissue fractions did not produce tumors. The frac- 
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tions from normal and cancerous tissues contained lipids and 
nucleoproteins in comparable amounts and chemical compo- 
sition, and were estimated to be 70-200/~m in size (14, 15). 

The 1938 report also contained Claude's initial observa- 
tions on "minute granules" the novel small particles of cyto- 
plasmic origin he eventually sedimented from a great variety 
of tissues. He coined the name "microsomes" in a 1943 Science 
article (16) that soon stimulated the research interest of elec- 
tron microscopy (see below). Claude observed that the micro- 
somes he could isolate and characterize biochemically remained 
invisible. While the larger mitochondria and Golgi bodies 
could be stained and studied, his "highly refringent" sub- 
microscopic bodies were beyond normal cytological techniques. 
He further compared the microsomes to self-perpetuating units 
in viruses that also depend on "ribose nucleic acid" for their 
activity. 

Keith Porter and Cultured Cells. In 1939, Murphy brought 
embryologist Porter, a postdoctoral fellow from Princeton, 
into his laboratory to test carcinogens on the developing em- 
bryo (17). Within four years, Porter developed keen skills in 
manipulating live tissues and in discerning artifacts from nat- 
ural structures under the light microscope. His experiences 
with these lilliputian worlds enabled him to achieve success 
on his first attempt with the electron microscope to bring 
an intact cell into a new realm of the visible. 

In early experiments, Porter combined identical nuclei with 
different cytoplasms, an operation that required a dexterous 
hand to operate on inseminated frog eggs under a microscope 
with a glass needle. After following their development, he 
analyzed the relative roles of nucleus and cytoplasm in deter- 
mining an embryo's characteristics (18). 

The next experiments took place in laboratories of a sanato- 
rium where Porter was a tuberculosis patient. While learning 
to diagnose cases of tuberculosis, he came upon a research 
project that demanded looking inside this bacterial cell. Col- 
laborating with Diran Yegian, he examined what were con- 
sidered in the literature as "pleomorphic forms" of the ba- 
cillus, either structures of the mature bacterium or of its 
reproductive stages. As soon as Porter tried handling these 
variants, he found discrepancies in different preparations of 
the same material. His critical scrutiny established the forms 
were artifacts (crushed or traumatized cells) caused by mani- 
pulating the bacilli with the platinum loop, the microtome 
knife, or by staining procedures (19, 20). 

Returning to Rockefeller in 1943, Porter's new research 
involved repeating studies of Wilton R. Earle and co-workers 
at the National Cancer Institute. They had elaborated a tissue 
culture method for producing malignancy with methylcholan- 
threne in mouse fibroblasts (21). A somewhat disturbing re- 
sult was that untreated cultures became malignant as frequently 
as treated cultures, which Earle attributed to trace con- 
taminants in the culture. Murphy reported that these studies 
were being repeated in a laboratory "where there can be no 
contact with the carcinogenic chemical" (22). Porter spent 
three years confirming this spontaneous transformation of 
normal cells in tissue culture and he eventually used electron 
micrographs to track their developing malignancy (23). 

Going Beyond Vision: Ernest Fullam 
and the Electron Microscope 

Despite their research needs, Porter and Claude did not 
have their own electron microscope until 1948. For most of 
the electron microscope's developmental decade (1934-1944), 
these instruments were rare and highly specialized. The first 
commercial Siemens & Halske (Germany) electron microscope 
was delivered in 1939 in Europe, and the first RCA (America) 
microscope in 1941. Even then, many of the available instru- 
ments during World War II were directed toward military 
research needs. 

Biological work in Europe and in North America during 
this period was limited to studying silhouettes of bacteria, 
viruses, and fibrous proteins (24) (Table 1). Three examples 
of early micrographs that appeared in this Journal are vaccinia 
virus (25), bacteria stained with heavy metal salts (26), and 
the pneumococcal capsular swelling reaction (27). These 
micrographs were all taken by Thomas Anderson, a National 
Research Council Fellow from 1940 to 1942 at the RCA 
Manufacturing Company, Camden, NJ. However, the Journal's 
fourth and fifth articles containing micrographs, including 
the one being honored here, are the first views directed to- 
ward the eukaryotic cell itself (28, 1). These micrographs were 
taken for Claude and Porter by Ernest F. Fullam. 

Fullam operated the first commercial RCA microscope in 
New York City. This was an EMB model purchased in 1941 
by Albert Gessler, director of the research laboratories, at In- 
terchemical Corporation located on Manhattan's west side. 
O~cially, Fullam used it to examine particle size of indus- 
trial finishes (paints, printing inks, and abrasives), and, after 
1942, for work on the Manhattan Project. However, Mary 
Schuster, an Interchemical microscopist, recounted that Gessler 
felt "the microscope had far more potential value for the phys- 
ical study of animal t i ssue . . ,  and that great forward strides 
could be made as a result of its use in the field of pathology, 
particularly in regard to cancer" As a result, Interchemical 
became interested in expanding its use of research 
instruments-electron microscope, spectrophotometer, and 
an experimental microtome- for biological research. This be- 
came possible in December 1943, when Interchemical received 
a grant from the Lillia Babbitt Hyde Foundation to support 
investigations in cancer research (29). 

One of Albert Gessler's first projects was proposed in 
Claude's 1943 Science article (15, 30). In it, Claude hypothe- 
sized that microsomes, "like the other nucleic acid-containing 
structures, may be endowed with the property of self- 
duplication . . . and [this assumption] offers a biochemical 
basis for the view that each vital element which contributes 
actively to the life of the cell has the power to reproduce its 
kind" (15, p. 455). The potential relevance of these sub- 
microscopic particles to cancer posed important questions for 
Interchemical's research program. Gessler thus initiated the 
collaboration of Fullam with Claude and Porter. 

Fullam, who trained in microscopy at Cornell University, 
could work with the Rockefeller scientists only after regular 
business hours. He was the only one operating the micro- 
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Table 1. Some Early Biological Specimens Observed by Electron Microscopy 

In Europe 
Diatoms 
Bacteria 
Viruses 
Tobacco mosaic virus crystals 
Bacterial flagellae 
Bacterial membranes and capsules 
Mycobacteria 
Bacteriophages 

In North America 
Tobacco mosaic virus crystals 
Bacteria 

Vaccinia virus 
Papilloma virus 

Equine encephalitis virus 

Mycobacteria 

Bacteriophages 

Muscle and collagen 

Krause, F. 1936. Z. Phys. 102:417-422. 
yon Borries, B., E. Kuska, and H. Ruska. 1938. Kiln. Wochenschr. 17:921-925. 

Krause, F. 1938. Naturwiss. 26:122. 
Kausche, G. A., and H. Kuska. 1939. Biochem. Z. 303:221-230. 
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Friibrodt, E., and H. Kuska. 1940. Arch. Microbiol. 11:137-154. 
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Pfankuch, E., and G. A. Kausche. 1940. Naturu, iss. 18:46. 

Stanley, W. M., and T. F. Anderson. 1941. J. Biol. Chem. 139:325-338 and 339-344. 
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Ailed. 51:206-207. 
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46:587-598. 
Luria, S. E., and T. F. Anderson. 1942. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA. 28:127-130; and 
Luria, S. E., M. Delbruck, and T. F. Anderson. 1943. J. Bacteriol. 46:57-78. 
Schmitt, F. O. 1944-45. Harvey Lect. 40:249-268. 

Source: Burton, E. F., and W. H. Kohl. 1946. The Electron Microscope, 2nd edition. New York: Reinhold Publishers. 

scope, which seemed a good idea, since the RCA EMB, ac- 
cording to Fullam, was "an extremely temperamental instru- 
ment?'  Even then, Fullam encountered some amazing 
operating problems. 

Alignment was extremely dif~cult. You had to be a tall 
person to get good alignment. For a short person, it was im- 
possible unless you worked with mirrors . . . .  Viewing the 
image as we translated the specimen was impossible in the early 
days because the hand controls were at the top and the viewing 
screen at the bottom . . . .  At first we also frequently went 
beyond the travel of the screen so we couldn't tell where we 
were. Sometimes we had to take the microscope apart and rea- 
lign the system to find out where we were. 

Another problem involved magnetic fields. Once, I put an 
electric clock on the microscope and rigged it so it could be 
used to time exposures. I could see a beautiful image on the 
microscope, but with the clock on I could never get a good 
picture. After some experimentation, I found the magnetic field 
of the clock was imparting a 60-cycle oscillation to the beam, 
which killed all my resolution. Another time, a magnetized 
screwdriver lying on the table of the microscope cost me days 
of trying to find out why I couldn't get alignment. 

There's one other little point. I soon found that kicking 
the microscope or slapping it sharply on the side when the 

high voltage wouldn't come on was very effective in returning 
it to operation. (31, pp. 37 and 38). 

A Historic Collaboration among Three Scientists 

In the absence of suitable methods or an adequate micro- 
tome to make sections, Claude and Porter began electron mi- 
croscope studies with Fullam using two new techniques that 
required no slicing: differential centrifugation and cultured 
cells. 

The first material to be examined under Interchemical's 
electron microscope was a mitochondrial fraction that Claude 
had isolated from a rat lymphosarcoma (28). These particles, 
0.5-1.5 # m  in diameter, were normally too thick to permit 
the penetration of electrons. When  Claude found that iso- 
lated mitochondria flattened out during preparation or lost 
some of their substance during purification, he felt electrons 
might be able to penetrate their internal structures. He used 
Fdrmvar, a polyvinyl plastic, as the supporting membrane 
for this fraction, and the mitochondria were preserved with 
potassium dichromate and then air dried (desiccated) for a 
varying number of days. Claude tested four different fixa- 
tives, including osmium tetroxide (OsO4) which he noted 
caused a certain amount of clumping. He described the mi- 
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tochondria as surrounded by a limiting membrane that con- 
tained small internal bodies and persisted as discrete entities 
in the absence of the cytoplasm. Of  some historical interest, 
the January 1945 Journal article also included a micrograph 
of"microsomes" to show these particles were different from 
mitochondria. 

The next material examined with Fullam's microscope 
was the intact cultured chick cell. Porter noted that "Claude 
wanted especially to identify the cytoplasmic origin of micro- 
somes" (24): 

On one of Claude's early visits I tagged along to see this remark- 
able instrument and learned such basic points as a) the spec- 
imen had to be dry and b) it had to be thin. Obviously there 
was nothing in this to excite a student of cells, so from the 
outset there was little excitement re[garding] the prospects of 
looking at cells. Even bacteria, as small as they are, had been 
shown by Stuart Mudd and [Thomas] Anderson to be too thick 
and there was no microtome available to cut very thin sections. 
Fortunately I had become involved in culturing chick cells be- 
cause Dr. Murphy, our chief, was certain that if we put Claude's 
microsomes on cultured chick cells, we would witness a trans- 
formation to tumor cells . . . .  So I began to dream about ways 
to get cultured cells into the e[lectron] m[icroscope] (in the 
hope of detecting the earliest evidence of transformation) (32). 

The specimens ideally had to be less than 0.1 #m thick, 
or up to a hundred times thinner than those for light micro- 
scopes. "Everyone who has grown and observed cells in vitro 
knows, they have a tendency to spread out to extreme thin- 
ness, apparently in an attempt to cover as much of the sub- 
strate as possible" Porter decided "such diaphanous cells might 
be suitable for electron microscopy, at least in their thinner 
margins" (33). He offered a way to learn whether microsomes 
had an intracellular existence and discrete morphology in in- 
tact cells. 

Porter's new procedures achieved high quality specimens 
for the electron microscope. He cultivated cells that would 
spread, grew them on a thin plastic membrane, and preserved 
them with osmium tetroxide. All of these enhanced the goal 
of obtaining contrast in thin, dry specimens. With slight 
modifications, many of these principles are still followed fifty 
years later. 

Porter grew the chicken fibroblasts directly on a Formvar 
film supporting membrane and fed them by diffusion through 
that membrane. Working under a dissecting microscope, he 
then removed the cells intact, first peeling the Formvar film 
from the glass cover slips and then transferring them and 
the supporting film underwater onto a wire mesh grid that 
held specimens in the electron microscope. When the grid, 
held between the points of a watchmaker's forceps, was re- 
moved from the water and drained on filter paper, the Form- 
var stretched and adhered to the grid. In this method, cells 
that would naturally be surrounded by salt solutions had 
little contact with distilled water even during the transfer 
from the culture to the wire grid. The plastic membrane 
thus eliminated surface tension on the cells. These delicate 
techniques are described briefly in the 1945 paper, but they 
were later illustrated and elaborated by Porter. (Fig. 1, from 
reference 34). 

As Porter's experiments with tubercle bacilli showed, fixa- 
tives and slicing techniques created bizarre structures. Fixation 
for electron microscope specimens was even more challenging, 
since the specimens were examined in a vacuum and had to 
withstand removal of liquids without losing their shape. Of 
the four fixatives tested in this 1945 experiment, 

� 9  osmium tetroxide has been the most satisfactory in that 
it yields what impresses one as being the most truthful picture 
of the cell. It seems not to distort the cells and it largely pre- 
vents subsequent dehydration effects. It may serve also as a 
differential stain, for by its action some cellular structures are 
apparently rendered more electron-scattering than others 

�9 . . micrographs of cells treated with fixatives other than 
osmium tetroxide provide excellent illustrations of alterations 
that can arise from fixation (1, p. 243). 

The March 1945 paper credited English cytologists 
Strangeways and Canti who showed in 1927 that OsO4 pro- 
duced "an almost perfect preservation of the cell and its in- 
ternal structure" for dark field microscopy (35). However, 
applying osmic acid as a vapor from a 2% solution was a 
technique introduced by Porter. 

George Palade, who joined the Murphy laboratory in 1946, 
commented as follows on the twenty-fifth anniversary of this 
micrograph: "It is clear that the high quality of the micro- 
graphic evidence presented in these articles, the high con- 
trast, and the sharp definition of the structures studied were 
due to a combined effect of fixation and staining of cellular 
membranes by OsO4 and o f . . .  prolonged fixation and sub- 
sequent washing" (36). This fixation and washing led to the 
degradation and subsequent extraction of the proteins of the 
cytoplasmic matrix, which reduced the thickness of the cell 
specimens and enhanced the contrast of membrane-bound sub- 
cellular components. 

F i r s t  G l i m p s e s  i n s i d e  t h e  C e l l  

Porter recalled the moments after the first cultured cells 
appeared under the electron microscope: 

Within a short time we discovered on one grid-which had 
only three or four cells on i t - a  cell in an opening in the grid, 
and it became the most micrographed cell in history�9 It was 
wonderful, believe me, we had never seen anything like it. Men 
have visited the m o o n . . ,  but we were the first . . . to see 
particles, to see structures that the light microscope had not 
been able to resolve. And there were Claude's microsomes, and 
there was the lacework of [what] eventually came to be known 
by that horrendous term "endoplasmic reticulum" (37). 

Porter was later to diagram the endoplasmic reticulum (Fig. 
4 a in reference 38), and he suggested: 

This endoplasmic material of the electron micrograph is the 
small particle fraction of broken-up cells, described by Claude, 
[and] this connection with cytoplasmic ribose nucleotides is 
strengthened by some recent observations that the ribose nu- 
cleic acid within rat liver cells is definitely concentrated in the 
microsomal or small particle fraction isolated by centrifugal 
methods (39). 

.The end point of the microsome story came a decade later. 
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Palade and Philip Siekevitz positively identified "Claude's 
microsomes"  as fragments of  endoplasmic reticulum, most  
of  them bearing ribosomes on their membranes (40, 41). 

This "mos t  micrographed cell" is actually a montage  of  
five micrographs at a magnification of  1,600. The field of  view 
in the R, C A  EMB was not  large enough  to include the entire 
cell, so five individual pictures were joined into a single image. 
Porter, Claude, and Fullam published a standard photomicro-  
graph alongside this electron micrograph (magnification, 
1,250) to emphasize the light microscope's limited resolving 
power. 

The  micrograph emitted much  more  structural informa- 
tion than the authors ever expected, and they were confronted 
wi th  how to interpret and describe wha t  they saw. Some of  
their observations of  the subcellular wor ld  remain cautiously 
exacting. In place of  a Results section, they titled their descrip- 
tions "Observat ions":  

� 9  the adequacy of the electron micrograph technique for 
the demonstration of the finest structural features in other areas 
[than the nucleus] is beyond question. It is not at present pos- 
sible to do more than point out the more obvious details that 
appear in the various parts of the cell. 

Cell Outline: variety of irregularities . . . associated with 
migration . . . jagged points under tension . . . finger-like 
processes not under tension . . . tentacles active in advance 
of migrating cell borders. 

Ground Substance: particulate e lements . . .  [perhaps] micro- 
somes . . . lace-like reticulum . . . vesicle like bodies. 

Mitochondria: impressive c l a r i t y . . ,  masses of greater den- 
sity and variable size appear distributed along the body. 

Golgi Bodies: dense bodies characterized by rather angular 
outlines. 

Cell Nuclei: too t h i c k . . ,  for detailed electron microscope 
study. 

IntercellularRehtionships: claw-like processes.., not at present 
interpretable�9 

Nerve Ending: an ameboid nerve ending or growth cone. 

The paper's conclusions articulate the authors'  keen aware- 
ness of  a new wor ld  in science that had just  opened to them: 

Micrographs taken at the conservative magnification of 1600 
are so packed with detail that the smaller clearly resolved struc- 
tural features are not easily seen until the pictures are enlarged 
two or three times . . . .  It appears, from these early observa- 
tions that the cultured cell, when selected for thinness, lends 
itself well to electron microscopy (1, p. 242). 
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Figure 1. Drawings depict steps to transfer 
cultured, fixed, and washed cells to electron 
microscope grids. All manipulations are per- 
formed under water with a watchmaker's 
forceps and under a dissecting microscope at 
a magnification of about 12 diameters. In both 
illustrations, B shows the unenlarged petri 
dish, cover glass, and narrow slide placed over 
the assembly to eliminate distortions intro- 
duced by surface waves in the water bath. 
(Tbp) The cells are grown on glass slides 
coated with Formvar. In A, when cells of ade- 
quate thinness appeared among the cultured 
population, a flap is cut out to cover a grid 
(3 mm in diameter). This small disc is peeled 
back from the slide with fixed cells in place. 
In C, the flap of film is peeled back further 
and a small wire mesh grid is placed in the 
opening. (Bottom) In A, the Forrnvar flap con- 
taining the cultured cells is brought back over 
the grid and held with forceps, as in B and 
C. The combination of grid, film, and cells 
is lifted with forceps, drained of excess water 
on filter paper, and then stored in a dry petri 
dish (from reference 34, pp. 733 and 734). 



A New Thrust in Cell Biology: Subcellular 
Structure-Function Analyses 

Electron microscopy of thinly spread cultured cells, demon- 
strated in this micrograph and Journal article, was a step to- 
ward the longstanding goal to identify and locate the Rous 
sarcoma agent. In 1947 Claude, Porter, and Edward Pickels 
grew two strains of RSV in cultured chick cells (42). Their 
micrographs depict viral particles dispersed singly or in pairs 
throughout the cytoplasm in chicken tumor I, and in com- 
pact patches in chicken tumor X. They tentatively identified 
the RSV particles because they were of regular size, equal 
density, and absent from control cells. The next year Porter 
and Helen P. Thompson demonstrated virus-like particles on 
the surface and inside mammary tumor cells of mice (39). 
Although tools for definitive identification of viruses were 
still missing in the mid-1940s, these early micrographs on 
virus-infected cells did much to enhance the value of cultured 
cells in electron microscopy. 

While the cultured cell has not lost its glamor after fifty 

years, its limited usefulness for electron microscopy was rec- 
ognized very early. Many cell types could not be grown in 
culture, skills of great dexterity were required, and, more 
important, much thinner specimens and sections were needed 
for electron penetration of the thicker cell components. Claude 
and Fullam s frustrating experience with liver cell sections 
in 1946 convinced Claude that a new microtome was needed 
for the electron microscope (43, 44). The next decade saw 
a great improvement in techniques, including the develop- 
ment of an ultramicrotome in the instrument shop at Rocke- 
feller. 

The publication of this landmark micrograph of a com- 
plete cell kindled the study of subcellular components. Soon 
scientists would isolate subcel/ular fractions defined with cyto- 
logic criteria, determine their biochemical composition, and 
measure their biological activities. With this study, the in- 
tegration of cell structure and function was stimulated. The 
modern science of cell biology had begun. 

Many individuals provided valuable resources for this article: Mary Bonneville, Philippa Claude, Christian 
de Duve, Ernest Fullam, George Palade, Lee Peachey, Philip Siekevitz, Frederick Seitz, and Ralph Steinman. 
The Rockefeller University Archives provided photographs of Drs. Porter and Claude. Dianne Fullam 
provided the photograph of Ernest Fullam. 
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